
Challenge
Asset maintenance teams need real-time, spatially

enabled information about an asset’s condition,
location and environment to drive successful

business decisions and optimal asset
performance. 

 
This vital information is needed offline in the field

or areas of poor connectivity so asset
performance, safety and compliance can be

properly measured and evidenced. 

Solution
Zag’s BlueWorx is an easy-to-use, comprehensive
and affordable solution for mobilizing SAP Plant

Maintenance, developed using the Neptune
Software DX Platform within SAP. 

 
BlueWorx optimizes asset performance and

compliance by providing maintenance workers
with an intuitive interface that enables dynamic
geospatial asset and work data to be accessed

and collected reliably online and offline. 

Results
With BlueWorx users are more engaged and

efficient, because the simple interface allows
them to record and report quality data directly
in SAP, while at the asset, eliminating rework,

double data entry and unnecessary travel.

BlueWorx is device agnostic and is easy to
configure, develop and maintain.

Administrators and Planners describe BlueWorx
as a ‘godsend’ because it’s so easy to configure

and deploy to the end-user. And, with happy
users, supporting the software is a breeze. 
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SAP Plant Maintenance Solution:
BlueWorx from Zag, part of Accenture

BlueWorx is a mobile solution for SAP Plant Maintenance, which removes complexity
and empowers users with its innovative functionality and geospatial capabilities.

BlueWorx works online and offline to provide a reliable two-way flow of rich work and
asset information.

Zag by the numbers



Challenge Maintaining assets is business-critical and calls for modern, mobile capabilities on and offline 

Solution
A scalable mobile asset management solution with an intuitive user interface powered by
Neptune Software.

BlueWorx, developed by Zag, is an innovative mobile asset management solution, that not only allows businesses to get
the most out of their SAP investment by taking SAP Plant Maintenance into the field, but it works where they do, online
and offline, with ease and has a great looking intuitive user interface.

Developed using SAP-certified Neptune Software, BlueWorx is a cost-effective solution that requires no middleware and is
extensible to customers' requirements. It works from mobile and just as easily from a desktop, to provide users with a
simple consistent view. 

Users can report faults, create orders, issue parts, and complete work. They can gather inspection data including notes,
photos, geographical location, attributes and readings.

BlueWorx allows users to see their assets and work geographically, along with integration to Google Maps and Esri. Users
simply connect their mobile device with SAP and then they’re ready to work.

“Once you start digitizing, it becomes easier to gather and verify information and understand how your assets are
performing and therefore, which assets are available and compliant at any given time, and which are not,” says Carl.
“Understanding the now is imperative, so reliable, timely data is key. Mobile makes that even more efficient.
Organizations can quickly make more intelligent decisions about what maintenance to do and what not to do.” 

“One of the key benefits of Neptune Software and BlueWorx is that we do offline better than anyone else. In
environments with no connectivity, this offers a huge advantage,” said Carl. 

"BlueWorx was a godsend for me personally as an administrator, it's so easy to use and to deploy to
end-users."
Ben Googins, SAP Support Officer at the New Zealand Department of Conservation

Neptune Software Pre-Built Partner Solution

Asset maintenance is more than a cost or efficiency issue for enterprises – it’s the difference between being able to run
the business or go out of business. That’s especially true when you consider the compliance costs related to a growing
set of standards and regulations facing many industries today, however the cost of non-compliance is even greater. 

“Being able to create, access, and share maintenance records to not only understand where improvements can be
made, but to also evidence compliance, is more than an administrative process, it’s an existential issue for
companies today,” says Carl McGowan, Head of Architecture at Zag. “The ability to easily gather data, identify faults and
review asset trends in order to mitigate failures, before they become critical issues, is imperative. This asset information
needs to be available to view and input by field workers charged with managing and maintaining assets.” 

Carl adds, “The business case for mobile asset management is about more than the cost.  In industries where things can
go wrong very quickly, sometimes from relatively minor issues, companies don’t just need to do the right thing, they
need to be able to prove that they did the right thing, or they will be shut down.”



Results RAD makes plant maintenance easy to own, maintain, upgrade and use 

"The team find the interface simple to navigate and very easy to use. They like using BlueWorx, which
makes support of the software a breeze."
Anthony Pierotti, SAP Functional Analyst at Hydro Tasmania

Neptune Software Pre-Built Partner Solution

With BlueWorx, organizations using SAP for asset management and those who understand the value of mobility can find
a concrete evolutionary path to providing a better user experience and streamlined processes for their workforce. 

“Sometimes mobile products don’t scale well, and experience performance problems as more users are added to the
system, especially when there are concentrated activities in short periods of time,” says Carl. “We’ve worked hard to
solve that scalability challenge. Users can experience a 5-10 factor reduction in load during that peak, which makes
everyone happier.” 

“Tailoring the system to unique business requirements is also easy using Neptune Software’s rapid application
development platform. Over a year, we can add three times more features than if we had picked another product,
which accelerates our innovation process and leaves competitors in the dust,” says Carl. “Upgrades too, are more
efficient and significantly less costly. Combined, this can result in the system being magnitudes cheaper – to own,
maintain, upgrade, and use.” 

This ability to rapidly innovate with BlueWorx is just part of the reason Zag, with its award-winning SAP transformation
projects and successful customer relationship track record, caught the attention of Accenture, which acquired the
company in October 2020. The global backing from Accenture brings heightened opportunity for more SAP-installed
asset-intensive businesses around the world to deploy an effective mobile EAM solution ahead of others in the industry. 

Better capabilities make work easier in the field

Providing the right tools for the job improves workforce engagement and BlueWorx is designed to work the way that field
workers do. BlueWorx’s innovative functionality doesn’t just remove the complexity of standard SAP Plant Maintenance,
it provides a two-way interface that empowers users to enter data and retrieve information that makes their job simpler.

BlueWorx contains more of the functions modern asset management organizations need out of the box and provides a
simple method for extension if required. This allows our customers to deliver a complete solution ready to use much
faster than alternative solutions, at a lower cost with more of the functions demanded by users.

Workers can work the way they want to, whether they’re conducting inspections plotted on a map for high volumes of
distributed assets or completing detailed work order lists for major capital works, for example. 

Additionally, BlueWorx is built on a robust technical base which means it works all the time and every time. BlueWorx is
delivered on a simple platform with very few points of failure or friction to ensure a consistent and fast performance. The
solution solves many of the common issues with other systems, including handling very large data volumes, error
management during synchronization and managing slow or intermittent connections.



New Zealand’s Department of Conversation improve asset management
At New Zealand’s Department of Conversation (DOC), BlueWorx empowers personnel to
have several orders and inspections in progress at a time and to move between them
simply without loss of data. Finding assets is easy with intuitive search functionality and
the ability to navigate up/ down and across functional location and equipment records. 

GPS coordinates and photographic evidence of hazards can be gathered quickly and
efficiently. The exchange of data from BlueWorx to SAP is painless and occurs with full
visibility of the synchronization process, giving users confidence in the process. Plus, easy
deployment, training, and usability make it an administrative breeze.

Mobile-asset inspection made simple at Hydro Tasmania
BlueWorx is helping Hydro Tasmania, Australia’s largest water manager, to make the most
of its SAP investment and talent. Taking advantage of the system’s ability to balance
extensive functionality and simplicity of configuration of use, the organization has
empowered technicians and planners with mobile plant maintenance capabilities that
work where they are and on the devices they like. 

What stands out? Fast, easy sync with SAP, a consistent look and feel across mobile and
desktop, offline capabilities, the ability to adapt to different workgroups with different
requirements, and a better TCO due to the ability of Hydro Tasmanias’ own developers to
update the system, among other reasons.

Neptune Software is a rapid application development platform vendor with more than 600 enterprise customers
and over 3 million licensed end users globally that empowers IT departments to deliver tangible business
outcomes. Neptune Software offers with its Neptune DXP, a leading low-code, SAP-centric, enterprise app
development platform to digitize and optimize business processes and user interfaces – at scale and with ease.
Neptune DXP provides a fast and cost-effective way to industrialize the development of custom applications -
saving companies time and money on development, integration, and operations. www.neptune-software.com

About Neptune Software

Zag, now part of Accenture, is trusted by more than 90 organizations across Australasia to provide
SAP, Cloud and Spatial solutions, support and consulting. Zag was formed in 1996 as a specialist SAP
implementation partner with the aim to build a business known for quality implementation advice
and guidance at an affordable price. Since then, Zag has become Asia Pacific’s first certified SAP
Partner Centre of Expertise, has delivered more SAP S/4HANA (ERP) projects in Australasia than
anyone else and has partnered with AWS, Microsoft and Google for the deployment of SAP on their
IaaS platforms. Zag has offices in Auckland, Melbourne, Sydney, and Wellington in addition to
partners selling its products globally. Learn more at zag.team

About Zag

Neptune Software Pre-Built Partner Solution

What do customers say?

https://twitter.com/neptsoft
https://www.linkedin.com/company/neptune-software
https://www.instagram.com/neptunesoftware/
https://www.youtube.com/user/NeptuneSoftware
https://www.zag.team/clients/department-of-conservation-blueworx/
https://www.zag.team/clients/hydro-tasmania/
https://www.neptune-software.com/
http://zag.team/

